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Misusing the “march-in right” provision of the Bayh-Dole Act could
negatively impact U.S. life-sciences innovation and result in fewer
new drugs.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
The Bayh-Dole Act, signed into law in 1980, gives universities rights to
intellectual property (IP) generated from federal funding. It was never
intended to be used to control drug prices.
Using “march-in” rights to control prices could undermine the U.S. lifesciences innovation ecosystem and reduce the pace of American
biopharmaceutical innovation, resulting in fewer new drugs.
Policymakers should honor the law’s original intent and reject proposals that
would commandeer the Bayh-Dole Act’s march-in provision for the purpose of
controlling drug prices.
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OVERVIEW
The United States leads the world in novel biomedical innovation, thanks in large part to its strong
research universities, talented researchers, efﬁcient drug approval processes, and a pricing system
that enables companies to earn sufﬁcient revenues to reinvest in future generations of innovation.
Yet two other factors are indispensable: First, world-leading public and private investment in lifesciences research and development (R&D) activity, with these public and private investments
playing unique yet complementary roles in America’s life-sciences innovation system. Second,
effective technology transfer and commercialization policies that enable federally funded basic
life-sciences research, often taking place at U.S. universities, to lead to research discoveries and
inventions that can be patented and licensed to private-sector entities, which then undertake the
risky, complex, and expensive process of bringing innovative new medicines and therapies to
market. Underpinning this successful ecosystem is bipartisan legislation that gives universities
rights to intellectual property (IP) generated from federal funding: the Bayh-Dole Act. Since its
introduction in 1980, the act has played a catalytic role in stimulating innovation across many
sectors, and especially in the life-sciences. However, calls made by some to use Bayh-Dole
“march-in right” provisions to control drug prices threaten to undermine this successful ecosystem
and reduce the pace of American biopharmaceutical innovation.

INTRODUCTION
The United States leads the world in life-sciences innovation. In the 2000s, more new chemical
entities were developed in the United States than in the next ﬁve nations—Switzerland, Japan, the
1.
United Kingdom, Germany, and France—combined. Broadening the lens to the years 1997 to
2016, U.S.-headquartered enterprises accounted for 42 percent of new chemical and biological
entities introduced across the world, far outpacing contributions from European Union member
countries, Japan, China, and other nations. 2.

America’s global leadership in life-sciences innovation stems from robust and
complementary public and private investments in R&D as well as effective
technology-transfer policies that enable private-sector entities to commercialize
therapies leveraging scientiﬁc discoveries stemming in part from federally
funded basic scientiﬁc research.

But this has not always been the case. In the latter half of the 1970s, European-headquartered
enterprises introduced more than twice as many new drugs to the world as did those in the United
States (149 to 66). 3 Throughout the 1980s, fewer than 10 percent of new active substances (i.e.,
new drugs) were introduced ﬁrst in the United States, as ﬁgure 1 shows. 4 And, as recently as
1990, the global research-based pharmaceutical industry invested 50 percent more in Europe than
5
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in the United States. 5 As Shanker Singham of the Institute of Economic Affairs notes, “Europe was
the unquestioned center of biopharmaceutical research and development for centuries, challenged
only by Japan in the post-war period.” 6
Fig ure 1: U.S. Sha re o f Ne w Ac tive Substa nc e s (NAS) La unc he d o n the Wo rld M a rk e t

7

Yet, in recent decades, the picture has changed. Whereas less than 10 percent of new drugs were
ﬁrst introduced in the United States in the 1980s, by the 2010s, more than 60 percent of new
drugs were ﬁrst introduced in the United States. 8 By 2006, pharmaceutical companies invested 40
percent more in the United States than in Europe. And the United States has been the world’s
largest funder of biomedical R&D investment over the past two decades, a share some analyses
estimate reached as high as 80 percent over that time period. 9 This has contributed to an
unprecedented era of life-sciences innovation, and the creation of millions of good U.S. jobs. Over
the last decade, biopharmaceutical companies have invested over half a trillion dollars in R&D,
while more than 350 new medicines, many ﬁrsts of their kind, have been approved by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 10
America’s wresting of global life-sciences leadership has been no accident, but rather the result of
a series of intentional policy decisions designed to make America the world’s preeminent location
for life-sciences research, innovation, and product commercialization. For instance, the United
States’ introduction of the world’s ﬁrst R&D tax credit in 1981 played a catalytic role in spurring
greater levels of private-sector R&D. In the life-sciences sector, this was complemented by the
1986 introduction of the orphan drug tax credit, which allows drug manufacturers to claim a tax
credit on research costs for orphan drugs (i.e., drugs for rare diseases affecting 200,000 or fewer
U.S. patients). The 1992 introduction of the bipartisan Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA),
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which authorized the FDA to collect user fees associated with applications from the
biopharmaceutical industry for regulatory approval of new human-drug submissions, has played a
pivotal role in reducing the time it takes the FDA to make safety and efﬁcacy determinations for
new drugs—from the over 30 months it took on average in the mid-1980s to less than 10 months
today. 11 The United States has also beneﬁtted greatly from having a drug-pricing system that
permits companies to earn sufﬁcient revenues from one generation of biomedical innovation to
reinvest in the next. 12 That matters greatly because, as the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) has clearly stated, “There exists a high degree of correlation between
pharmaceutical sales revenues and R&D expenditures.” 13

America’s wresting of global life-sciences leadership has been no accident, but
rather the result of a series of intentional policy actions.

Increases in federal funding for health research also played a key role. National Institutes of
Health (NIH) funding increased from around 0.12 percent of GDP in 1979 to around 0.21 percent
in 2009—much of which went to research universities. The combination of increased funding for
health research coupled with better policies to help transfer those discoveries to the marketplace
played an important role in spurring the growth of the United States’ U.S. biopharmaceutical
competitive advantage. In particular, the Bayh-Dole Act, which affords universities rights to the
intellectual property generated from federal funding, has played a key enabling role. The act,
passed in 1980, permitted contractors, such as universities, small businesses, and nonproﬁt
research institutions, to secure intellectual property rights, often in the form of patents for
molecular compounds or biotechnological processes, which in turn may be licensed to privatesector entities, including start-ups and existing biopharmaceutical companies, which then invest
the hundreds of millions—often billions—of dollars required to bring safe and effective drugs to
market.
Notwithstanding this success, some advocates and elected ofﬁcials have called for using a
provision in the Bayh-Dole Act termed “march-in rights” to allow the government to forcibly
license privately owned patents (if the underlying intellectual property can be traced in part to
federally funded research) to third parties for the purpose of controlling drug prices. Yet, as this
report shows, the congressional architects of the act intended march-in rights to be applied in a
very limited set of circumstances, primarily to ensure patent owners were commercializing the
subject inventions; they did not intend for march-in rights to be applied for the purpose of
controlling drug prices. If the federal government were to apply Bayh-Dole march-in rights for
these purposes today, it would threaten to jeopardize America’s successful life-sciences innovation
system, as companies would be highly reticent to license IP that could be connected to federal
research and subsequently invest the additional billions required to develop a drug if they knew the
government could come in as long as two decades later and seize or compulsorily license
companies’ IP whenever it deemed a drug’s price too high.
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This report begins by providing an overview of key actors in America’s life-sciences innovation
system, contextualizing roles played by the federal government and its key research agencies,
academic institutions, and the private sector. It then examines the complementary nature of public
and private life-sciences R&D investments. The report then uses four case studies to demonstrate
how the Bayh-Dole Act works in practice, tracing how new drugs, devices, and biotechnological
processes develop—from their earliest roots in federally funded basic research to private-sector
development and, ﬁnally, to market. In conclusion, the report considers the history and impact of
the Bayh-Dole Act, and explains why its march-in rights provision was intended for only a very
limited set of cases—not including drug price controls—and that applying march-in rights would
have detrimental impacts on both U.S. life-sciences innovation and the development of new drugs.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTORS IN THE U.S. LIFE-SCIENCES INNOVATION
SYSTEM
Multiple actors, including the federal government, academia, and industry (including both small
biotech start-ups and large multinational corporations) play complementary roles at various phases
in the U.S. life-sciences innovation process. While “drug populists” on the left argue that
government should primarily take over drug development from the private sector, and “drug
libertarians” on the right want to remove the government’s role entirely and have the private sector
play the predominant role in drug development, the reality is that the contributions of both are
essential. 14.

The National Institutes of Health
The federal government, principally through the National Institutes of Health, funds basic research
in the life sciences that sets the stage for the industry-led applied research and development
activity that leads to the commercialization of new medicines and treatments. 15. NIH is composed
of 27 institutes and centers, each with a speciﬁc research agenda, often focusing on particular
diseases or body systems. 16. Congress provided NIH a $37.3 billion budget in 2018, and approved
legislation raising its funding to $39.1 billion in 2019. 17. More than 80 percent of NIH’s budget
funds extramural research through grants, contracts, and other awards, with this research
performed by more than 300,000 individuals working at over 2,500 hospitals, medical schools,
universities, and other research institutions. 18. The majority of NIH funding is for “basic” research
that aims to extend the frontiers of medical understanding, although it’s estimated that
approximately one-third of NIH funding supports clinical research (including patient-oriented
research, clinical trials, and epidemiological and behavioral studies, as well as outcomes and
health services research) that is more applied in nature. 19. NIH also supports training grants that
help develop the U.S. scientiﬁc and medical workforce. In 2016, NIH grants directly supported the
training of more than 9,500 predoctoral students and almost 5,900 postdoctoral fellows. 20.
NIH researchers contribute new-to-the-world life-sciences research. In 2016 alone, over 115,000
articles acknowledged NIH grant support. Moreover, each R01 grant, the most common type of
NIH research project grant, leads to an average of 7.36 published research articles. These grants
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are subsequently cited by other researchers: It’s estimated that each single NIH research grant
leads to an average of almost 300 citations in academic literature. The groundbreaking basic lifesciences research supported by NIH is attested to by 153 NIH-supported researchers having won a
Nobel Prize. 21
NIH-funded basic life-sciences research—for instance, into understanding the fundamental
processes by which diseases develop and are transmitted, or identifying novel biomarkers that
signal the presence of a disease—create a platform for innovation that has led not only to the
discovery of new medicines, but to new tests (e.g., blood tests for substances), new procedures
(e.g., improved cardiac stents that substitute for surgery), and new equipment (e.g., gene
sequencers). 22 NIH-funded research has supported discoveries that have contributed to reduced
deaths from cancer and lower rates of disability due to stroke, heart disease, hepatitis B, and
osteoporotic fractures. 23 NIH-supported research has also led to the development of anti-AIDS
drugs; the discovery of neurotransmitters, which led to the development of anti-depression
treatments leveraging selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs); and treatments reducing scar
tissue formation. 24 Federally funded research has contributed to breakthrough therapies, including
the anticancer drug imatinib (Gleevec), tumor necrosis factor blockers such as inﬂiximab
(Remicade) and etanercept useful in inﬂammatory rheumatologic and gastroenterological diseases
(Enbrel), and vascular endothelial growth factor inhibitors such as bevacizumab (Avastin) for
cancer and eye diseases. 25
While NIH is a sprawling enterprise with 27 institutes and centers each playing an important role
in life-sciences innovation, the unique role of several particular units is worth highlighting.

The Foundation for the National Institutes of Health
The Foundation for the National Institutes of Health (FNIH) is a 501(c) (3) charitable organization
chartered by Congress in 1996 that procures funding and manages alliances with public and
private institutions in support of NIH’s mission. 26. The foundation is legally chartered to accept
donations from alumni inventors and scientists, philanthropists, and high-wealth individuals to
support activities designed to accelerate biomedical research and strategies to ﬁght against
diseases in the United States and across the world. FNIH organizes and administers research
projects; supports education and training of new researchers; organizes educational events and
symposia; and administers a series of funds supporting a wide range of health issues. Since its
founding, it has raised over $1 billion (over $80 for each $1 of NIH funding it has received) from
9,200 donors, which it has used to support over 600 research programs. 27. FNIH specializes in
building public-private partnerships between government, academic, industry, nonproﬁt, and
patient-group researchers in order to conduct research into speciﬁc disease states and research
areas. For instance, FNIH has played a key role in spearheading the Biomarkers Consortium, a
collaboration that brings researchers from a variety of ﬁelds together to rapidly identify, develop,
and qualify biomarkers (a biological indicator of a disease state in the body) with the goal of
advancing new therapies and guiding improvements in regulatory and clinical decision-making. 28.
Institutions such as FNIH matter because partnerships have become increasingly important in lifesciences innovation. In fact, from 2005 to 2014, the number of early-stage R&D partnerships
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more than doubled, from 256 to 578; the number of life-sciences R&D partnerships also more
than doubled, from 4,000 to 9,000; and the number of consortia increased almost tenfold, from
34 to 334. 29. FNIH is an important convener and facilitator in America’s life-sciences innovation
system.

The National Center for Advancing Translational Science
Established by Congress in December of 2011, the National Center for Advancing Translational
Sciences (NCATS) focuses on ways to reduce, remove, or bypass system-wide bottlenecks in the
translational process: the process of turning observations in the laboratory, clinic, and community
into interventions that improve the health of individuals and the public—from diagnostics and
therapeutics to medical procedures and behavioral changes. 30. The core goal of NCATS is to help
get more treatments to more patients more quickly. NCATS focuses not on speciﬁc diseases, but
on what is common among them and in the translational science process. Essentially, NCATS
studies translation on a system-wide level as a scientiﬁc and operational problem. 31. NCATS
initiatives focus on topics such as discovering new therapeutic uses for existing molecules,
improving the availability of rare disease information, treatment, clinical studies, and general
awareness for both patients and the medical community via programs such as the Rare Diseases
Clinical Research Network (RDCRN), tissue chips for drug screening, and toxicology in the 21st
century. 32.

Small Business Innovation Research Program and Small Business Technology
Transfer Program
The Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) and Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR)
programs, collectively known as America’s Seed Fund, represent one of the largest sources of
early-stage capital for technology commercialization in the United States, allowing U.S.-owned and
operated small businesses to engage in federal research and development that has a strong
potential for commercialization. 33 NIH’s SBIR program funds early-stage small businesses that are
seeking to commercialize innovative biomedical technologies; STTR is similar but requires small
businesses to engage with a research institution. Eleven federal agencies operate SBIR/STTR
programs. Of the institutes or centers within NIH, 24 have SBIR and STTR programs. In 2017,
NIH’s SBIR and STTR programs invested almost $1 billion ($861 million for SBIR; $121 for STTR)
into promising, young, innovative life-sciences start-ups. In 2017, NIH funded 1,520 start-ups. For
FY 2019, NIH will disburse $1 billion in SBIR funds and $141 million for STTR. Funds will be
disbursed over a series of two phases: Phase 1 feasibility studies (grants of up to $150,000),
which may be extended into Phase II development activities funded at $1 million, with a possibility
of a Phase IIB competing renewal award. 34 SBIR plays a key role in America’s innovation system,
and particularly in the life-sciences sector. A number of groundbreaking life-sciences companies
got a kick start from SBIR, including Genzyme (biotech therapies), Affymetrix (GeneChip), Amgen
(biopharmaceuticals), Jarvik Heart (artiﬁcial heart), Biogen (neurological, autoimmune therapies),
Millennium Pharma (gene databases), Geron (telomerase inhibitors for cancer treatment), and
Neocrine Bioscience (neurological and endocrine pharmaceuticals). 35 SBIR plays a major role in
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making projects that would not happen otherwise possible. For instance, a study of NSF SBIR
Phase II recipients found that 75 percent thought their project probably or deﬁnitely would not
have proceeded absent program funding: 34 percent were deﬁnite and 41 percent thought it
unlikely. 36 In short, NIH’s SBIR/STTR program represents an indispensable asset within America’s
life-sciences innovation system.

The federal government primarily funds basic scientiﬁc research, while privatesector companies perform much of the applied R&D, including the completion of
clinical trials required to transform basic scientiﬁc research into commercial
products.

NIH Centers for Accelerated Innovations and Research Evaluation and
Commercialization Hubs
The NIH Centers for Accelerated Innovations (NCAI) and the NIH Research Evaluation and
Commercialization Hubs (REACH) are focused on accelerating the translation of scientiﬁc
discoveries into commercial products. The programs represent public-private partnerships with
expertise and resources from the federal government, academia, and the private sector that will
change the way discoveries with scientiﬁc and commercial potential are identiﬁed and developed.
The National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute started NCAI in September 2013 and is the primary
federal supporter of the program, merging the strengths of 14 high-impact research institutions. 37.
REACH provides qualiﬁed institutions with the initial investment and resources to nurture
innovators to identify and develop high-priority early-stage technologies related to NIH’s objectives
by providing: infrastructure for identifying the most promising technologies; funding for productdeﬁnition studies (e.g., feasibility studies, prototype development, and proof-of-concept studies);
coordinated access to expertise in areas required for early-stage technology development
(including scientiﬁc, regulatory, reimbursement, business, legal, and project management); and
skills development and hands-on experience in entrepreneurship. There are three NIH Research
Evaluation and Commercialization Hubs: the Long Island Bioscience Hub, ExCITE, and MNREACH. Congress chartered the hubs as part of the 2011 SBIR/STTR reauthorization, with the
vision that the hubs would provide Phase 0 proof of concept partnerships to help get more
promising start-ups into the SBIR program.

The Life-Sciences Industry
Private-sector life-sciences enterprises undertake the difﬁcult, risky, and expensive process of
conducting the applied research and development activities—everything from synthesizing
molecular compounds to conducting clinical trials proving the safety and efﬁcacy of new
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medicines—required to turn basic life-sciences discoveries into innovative medicines, therapies, or
devices brought to market. Essentially, the private sector leads the translation of basic research
ﬁndings into new medicines.
The life-sciences industry is perhaps the world’s most R&D intensive, investing 20.4 percent of its
sales into R&D globally. 38 In the United States, the life-sciences sector invests over 21 percent of
its sales into R&D, while accounting for 23 percent of domestic R&D funded by U.S. businesses—
more than any other sector. 39 In 2013, America’s life-sciences companies invested $96.5 billion
in R&D, of which $74.5 billion was self-funded and 84 percent occurred in the United States. 40
Measured by R&D expenditure per employee, the U.S. biopharmaceutical sector leads all other
U.S. manufacturing sectors, investing more than 10 times the amount of R&D per employee than
the average U.S. manufacturing sector. 41 Globally, the pharmaceutical industry invested over
$1.36 trillion in R&D in the decade from 2007 to 2016. 42 Global annual private-sector R&D
investment reached $156.7 billion in 2016, and is expected to grow to $181 billion annually by
2022.
The industry must be so R&D-intensive because bringing innovative new drugs to market is risky,
time-consuming, and expensive. Figure 2 shows the rigorous series of stages involved in bringing a
new drug to market, beginning with basic research, drug discovery, and preclinical trials; then
proceeding to three stages of human clinical trials, which culminate in a drug’s approval (or
rejection) by the FDA; followed by pharmacovigilance (or post-approval safety monitoring).
Biopharmaceutical companies conduct laboratory screening of 5,000 to 10,000 chemical
compounds for each new drug approved for use in humans. On average, of the 5,000 to 10,000
compounds that are screened, approximately 250 enter preclinical testing, and 5 enter clinical
testing. 43 Moreover, less than 12 percent of candidate medicines that even make it into Phase I
clinical trials are ultimately approved by the FDA. 44

45
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Fig ure 2: The R&D Pro c e ss fo r Ne w Drug s

45

This process is expensive. The development of new drugs requires years of painstaking, risky, and
expensive research that, for a new pharmaceutical compound, takes an average of 11.5 to 15
years of research, development, and clinical trials, at a cost of $1.7 to $3.2 billion. 46 For
instance, one in-depth study conducted by the Tufts University Center for the Study of Drug
Discovery, “Cost of Developing a New Drug,” estimated that the average cost of developing a new
drug in 2014 was $2.56 billion. This estimate was based on the costs of 106 investigational new
drugs and biologics, from 10 ﬁrms, ﬁrst tested on humans between 1995 and 2007. It included
out-of-pocket clinical costs, discovery research expenses, and preclinical development costs—plus
the cost of capital and the cost of developing drugs that did not make it into the marketplace. 47
And while, as noted, only a tiny fraction of drugs that enter clinical trial testing are ultimately
approved by the FDA, an even smaller fraction of approved drugs ever becomes economically
proﬁtable. A study released in 2010 by Vernon, Golec, and DiMasi found that 80 percent of new
drugs made less than their capitalized R&D costs. Entities in the second-most-proﬁtable decile
barely broke even; those in the ﬁrst decile had discounted proﬁts that were more than twice their
discounted R&D costs. 48 Other studies have found that of the most successful 10 percent of
approved drugs, only 1 percent of those that entered clinical trials—maybe three new drugs each
year—generate half of the proﬁts of the entire drug industry. 49
In 2018, the Congressional Budget Ofﬁce (CBO) estimated that because of the high failure rate,
biopharmaceutical companies would need to earn a 61.8 percent rate of return on their successful
new drug R&D projects in order to match a 4.8 percent after-tax rate of return on their investments
(i.e., a risk-free rate they could readily attain in public markets). 50 The 61.8 percent ﬁgure is
driven by two assumptions. The ﬁrst is that 90 percent of new biopharmaceutical research and
development projects fail, meaning all proﬁts must come from the 10 percent that succeed. The
second assumption in the CBO study was that it takes 12 years—during which companies spend
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large sums on development, testing, and approvals—for a successful project to start earning
revenues. Concentrating only on the rate of return to successful projects therefore gives a
misleading picture of the overall proﬁtability of biopharmaceutical companies.

One study ﬁnds that life-sciences companies invest over $100 in development for
every $1 the government invests in research leading to an innovation.

Despite these challenges, the industry continues to bring innovative new drugs to market.
Biopharmaceutical companies have about 7,000 medicines under development globally, with
4,000 of them in the United States. 51 This includes more than 1,100 cancer-treating drugs, 566
of which target rare diseases, 537 treat neurological disorders, over 300 target autoimmune
diseases, 200 target heart diseases and strokes, 170 are for diabetes, and 85 target
Alzheimer’s. 52 It’s estimated that 74 percent of drugs in the clinical pipeline are potential ﬁrst-inclass medicines (meaning they represent a possible new pharmacological class for treating a
medical condition), including 86 percent for the treatment of Alzheimer’s, 79 percent for cancer,
75 percent for psychiatric treatments, and 73 percent of drugs targeting cardiovascular- or
diabetes-related illnesses. 53
The industry also drives U.S. global competitiveness. The pharmaceutical and medical-instrument
subsectors’ combined output reached $675 billion in 2015 (almost 4 percent of U.S. GDP). In
2016, the sector supported nearly 5 million workers, including employing 1.2 million workers
directly (with jobs paying an average annual wage of $124,400) and creating an additional 3.5
million jobs indirectly. 54
America’s life-sciences innovation sector is comprised of a mix of large established companies
and small ﬁrms (often start-ups). This matters because, as a recent ITIF study found, hightechnology start-up companies account for a signiﬁcant share of new-employment growth, and a
higher portion of job growth than start-ups in other industries. 55 Indeed, an estimated two-thirds of
U.S. pharmaceutical ﬁrms are start-up companies. 56 These companies are extremely R&D
intensive. For example, the average biotech ﬁrm invests 20 percent of its revenues on R&D, while
start-ups invest 62 percent. 57 Most importantly, small ﬁrms account for more than half of the new
drugs created in the United States. 58

Universities
Universities play a key role in America’s life-sciences innovation system. In 2017, U.S.
universities conducted $68.2 billion in research activity, with $39.8 billion funded by federal
sources; $23.6 billion contributed by “other” sources, including universities themselves and other
nonproﬁt research institutions; and $4.8 billion contributed by industry. 59. In 2015, when U.S.
universities conducted $68.8 billion on R&D, 56.5 percent was dedicated to life-sciences-oriented
60.
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research. 60. In 2015, U.S. universities themselves invested $8.6 billion in medical and health
research, which accounted for 5.5 percent of all U.S. investment in the ﬁeld that year. 61.
Dr. Robert Kneller, a professor at the University of Tokyo’s Research Center for Advanced Science
and Technology, has found that the universities supported by NIH play a more specialized and
advanced role in the overall process of medical innovation. 62 Kneller discovered that NIH-funded
entities, including universities, generally produce new pharmaceutical discoveries that are more
advanced, more likely to be considered “novel” (as opposed to advances that are based on a
preexisting substance that is modiﬁed and resubmitted for approval), and more likely to be orphan
drugs (substances that address rare diseases or conditions). 63
Similarly, Sampat and Lichtenberg, in a study of 478 drugs approved by the FDA from 1998 to
2005, found that 12.7 percent had an underlying academic patent, including 5.8 percent of
standard-review drugs and 22.6 percent of priority-review drugs. Their study found even larger
indirect effects on the innovation process, with 23.7 percent of standard-review drugs, 45.8
percent of priority-review drugs, and 32.7 percent of all new drugs citing an academic patent. 64 In
another analysis, Lowe found that about 15 percent of new drug discoveries come from academic
labs. 65

Universities play a key role in America’s innovation system, especially in the
life-sciences.

Industry-academic partnerships also play an important and growing role. In 2017, biopharma
companies provided over $2.5 billion in research funding to America’s universities—in all 50
states—accounting for more than 60 percent of industry funding of university research. 66 There
exist a number of examples of companies funding university research—as drug innovation relies so
heavily on scientiﬁc breakthroughs. For instance, companies such as Amgen, GlaxoSmithKline,
Novartis, and Vertex have funded research and clinical trials at Duke University. 67 AbbVie has
entered into a partnership with the University of Chicago for cancer research. 68 Astellas provided
$26 million to the M.D. Anderson Cancer Center in Houston to support treatment for acute myeloid
leukemia. 69 Novartis has supported more than 300 academic collaborations, such as with Harvard
University on the Zika virus. 70 Pﬁzer established its Global Centers for Therapeutic Innovation in an
$85 million partnership with the University of California at San Francisco. 71

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE R&D INVESTMENTS ARE COMPLEMENTARY
Public and private R&D investments and activities are highly complementary—and indispensable—
to America’s successful life-sciences innovation system.

Complementary Roles
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Historically, public-sector researchers have performed the upstream, earlier-stage research
elucidating the underlying mechanisms of disease and identifying promising points of intervention,
whereas corporate researchers have performed the downstream, applied research resulting in the
discovery of drugs for the treatment of diseases and have carried out the development activities
necessary to being them to market. 72. Federally funded basic life-sciences research tends to be
concentrated in the basic science of disease biology, biochemistry, and disease processes, with a
major goal of the research being the identiﬁcation of biomarkers and biologic targets that new
drugs could treat. 73. While the private sector does invest in basic scientiﬁc research, including at
U.S. universities, the preponderance of its activity is applied R&D focused on the discovery,
synthesis, testing, and manufacturing of candidate compounds intended to exploit biologic targets,
for the purpose of curing medical conditions. 74.
A number of studies have elucidated this dynamic. For instance, a 2000 study by the U.S. Senate
Joint Economic Committee found that, “Federal research and private research in medicine are
complementary. As medical knowledge grows, federal research and private research are becoming
more intertwined, building the networks of knowledge that are important for generating new
discoveries and applications.” 75 Similarly, as an OECD study has argued, “It is particularly
important for government-funded research to continue to provide the early seeds of innovation. The
shortening of private-sector product and R&D cycles carries the risk of under-investment in
scientiﬁc research and long-term technologies with broad applications.” 76

Public and private R&D investments and activities are highly complementary—
and indispensable—to America’s successful life-sciences innovation system.

Government funding of early-stage research is critical. As America’s National Academy of
Sciences wrote, “Fewer investments in basic research (by NIH) can result in fewer new drug
therapy candidates, which in turn can result in fewer investments by private industry to advance
promising candidates.” 77 Likewise, the Tufts Center for Drug Development concluded, “Scientiﬁc
and development histories demonstrate the rich interconnectivity of all sectors in the drugdiscovery and drug-development ecosystem.” 78 This afﬁrms a 2015 Battelle Memorial Institute
study that found, “NIH funded research produced an average of 5.9 patents per $100 million in
R&D expenditures from 2000–2013—or at a rate of one patent per every $16.9 million in NIH
funding.” 79 These ﬁndings are similar to those from a 2017 National Bureau of Economic
Research study which found that, “An additional $10 million in NIH funding for a research area
generates 2.3 additional private-sector patents in that area, or roughly 1 patent for every 2 to 3
NIH grants.” 80 Similarly, the 2015 Battelle report went on to ﬁnd that, “NIH patents also
averaged 5.14 forward citations, meaning the NIH is an integral part of the knowledge chain for
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$105.9 million in downstream R&D for every $100 million in taxpayer funded awards. These
downstream connections represent other research organizations, in both the private and public
sector, leveraging NIH discoveries into follow-on R&D spending.” 81
One reason federal support for basic and early-stage applied research is a complement to privatesector research is that industry is able to build on the knowledge discoveries from publicly
supported life-sciences research, making their own research more productive and effective. Public
funds are so important to the life-sciences industry because, unlike for many other industries, the
majority of value added from the life-sciences industry is derived from radical innovation drawn
from basic science. At the advent of the modern life-sciences industry in the 1960s and 1970s, it
typically took many years for federally funded research to impact the private sector. More recent
revolutions in techniques in biotechnology, including “mechanism-driven” drug design, have made
publicly funded basic R&D more relevant to pharmaceutical ﬁrms in the near term. 82 Indeed, the
lifespan of R&D to commercialization (as deﬁned by patents) is substantially longer in the life
sciences than in other industries, taking an average of between 12 and 14 years. 83 In this sense,
publicly funded basic R&D generates more than just papers, pure knowledge, and postgraduates;
public-sector funds increase the productivity of the industry as a whole by facilitating an
environment of readily valuable basic R&D. Public R&D within the life-sciences industry leads to
the development of “infrastructure knowledge,” or skills acquisition, techniques, and research
tools that increase the expected rate of return for private-sector R&D projects. 84
These “spillovers” effectively provide ﬁrms with a common platform of basic knowledge, and thus
induce greater levels of innovation. For the life-sciences industry, Dr. Everett Ehrlich found that a
dollar of NIH support for research leads to an increase of private medical research of roughly 32
cents. 85 After reviewing over 60 academic articles on the relationship between public- and private
-sector R&D, Cockburn and Henderson concluded:
There are a number of econometric studies that, while imperfect and undoubtedly subject
to improvement and revision, between them make a quite convincing case for a high rate
of return to public science in this [life-sciences] industry. It is worth noting that there are,
so far as we are aware, no systematic quantitative studies that have found a negative
impact of public science. 86
The aforementioned 2017 NBER study examined whether there was evidence of NIH investments
either “crowding out” or “crowding in” private-sector investment. As the authors wrote, their
ﬁndings were “consistent with the absence of crowd out” and “suggest that NIH funding spurs
private patenting by either increasing total ﬁrm R&D expenditure or increasing the efﬁciency of
these expenditures.” 87 Additionally, “Even if NIH funding crowds out some private investment, it is
offset by increases in the number of patents related to NIH funding through indirect citation
channels, or by increases in the productivity of private R&D investments.” 88
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Publicly funded basic R&D generates more than just papers, pure knowledge,
and postgraduates; public-sector funds increase the productivity of the industry
as a whole by facilitating an environment of readily valuable basic R&D.

Similar ﬁndings were reported in a 2012 Milken Institute study, which found that $1 of NIH
funding boosted the size of the bioscience industry by $1.70 and that the long-term impact may
be as high as $3.20 for every dollar spent. 89 Likewise, a 2013 report by Battelle found that,
looking solely at federal support for the Human Genome Project between 1988 and 2012, every
dollar of federal funding helped generate an additional $65 dollars in genetics-related private
activity. 90 Rutgers University Professor A.A. Toole identiﬁed a quantiﬁable correlation between
investment in publicly funded basic research and corporate-funded applied research wherein an
increase of 1 percent in the funding of public basic research led to an increase of 1.8 percent in
the number of successful applications for new molecular entities (compounds that have not been
approved for marketing in the United States) after a lag of about 17 years. Toole concluded that a
$1 investment in public-sector basic research yielded $0.43 in annual beneﬁts in the development
of new molecular entities in perpetuity—a remarkable return on investment. 91 Similarly,
Lichtenberg estimated a social return from pharmaceutical innovation of 67.5 percent. 92 The total
social return from biomedical research (public and private) has been estimated at 150 percent,
implying that society would beneﬁt from a signiﬁcant increase in research spending (which is
ironically the opposite of what would likely happen if there were widespread restrictions on drug
prices.)93
However, it’s critical to remember that considerable investment is required to bring a drug to
market even after considerable amounts of basic research have been conducted. In fact, one study
found that biotechnology companies invest $100 in development for every $1 the government
invests in research that leads to an innovation. 94

Academic Studies of Public- and Private-Sector Contributions to Drug Discovery
and Development
A variety of academic studies have examined the contributions made by public, university, and
private-sector entities toward the development of new drugs. For instance, a study of 32 innovative
drugs introduced before 1990 found that without the contributions of government laboratories and
other noncommercial institutions, approximately 60 percent of the drugs would not have been
discovered or would have had their discoveries markedly delayed. 95. Likewise, a 2011 study by
Stevens et al. found that over the past 40 years, 153 new FDA-approved drugs, vaccines, or new
indications for existing drugs were discovered through research carried out in public-sector
research institutions (PSRIs). 96. Stevens et al. argued that, “PSRIs have contributed to the
discovery of 9.3 to 21.2 percent of all drugs involved in new-drug applications approved during the
period from 1990 through 2007.” 97. However, Thomas Sullivan noted the ﬂip side of the Stevens
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et al. study, observing that “while the authors identiﬁed 153 FDA-approved drugs that were
discovered at least in part by PSRIs during the past 40 years, they fail to mention the number of
FDA-approved drugs during that same period discovered by industry, likely because that includes
80–90 percent of all drugs.” 98.
In a 2011 study, Sampat and Lichtenberg built a database of 478 new drugs, including 379
approved by the FDA between 1998 and 2005 that had direct or indirect public support, where a
direct role involved, for instance, a government entity (i.e., a federal agency) securing a patent,
and an indirect role including, for example, government funding of basic underlying research that
is built upon in the drug discovery process. 99 The study found that 9 percent of approved drugs had
a public-sector patent, 25.3 percent cited at least one public-sector patent, 41.4 percent cited at
least one government publication, and 47.8 percent cited either a public-sector patent or a
government application. The authors found that “the indirect inﬂuence of the public sector on drug
development was much larger than the direct effect.” 100
Other studies have emphasized the importance of private-sector contributions in drug discovery
and development. For instance, Zycher, DiMasi, and Milne identiﬁed 35 drugs and drug classes (a
group of drugs used to treat a given medical condition in similar ways), ﬁnding that “the scientiﬁc
contributions of the private sector were crucial for the discovery and/or development of virtually all
of the thirty-ﬁve drugs or drug classes.” 101 Speciﬁcally, they found that among 35 drugs and drug
classes, private-sector research was responsible for central advances in basic science for 7, in
applied science for 34, and in the development of drugs yielding improved clinical performance or
manufacturing processes for 28. 102 As the authors wrote, “Without the scientiﬁc advances yielded
by private-sector research, most drugs would not be developed, and thus the economic returns to
publicly funded research would be sharply reduced.” 103
Updating this work in 2016, DiMasi, Milne, Cotter, and Chakravarthy examined the roles of the
private and public sectors in drug development by examining an array of evidentiary materials on
the history of 19 individual drugs, 6 drug classes, and 1 drug combination identiﬁed as the most
transformative drugs in health care over the past 25 years by a survey of over 200 physicians. 104
The authors found that only four of the drugs appeared to have been almost completely researched
and developed by one sector, although one sector or the other did dominate particular phases of
the R&D continuum. Speciﬁcally, they discovered 54 percent of basic science milestones were
achieved by the public sector and 27 percent by the private sector. The private sector contributed
58 percent of discovery-oriented milestones, while 15 percent were contributed by the public
sector. The private sector proved the dominant player in achieving major milestones related to the
production and drug development phases (81 percent and 73 percent of the drugs reviewed,
respectively). 105 As the authors concluded from their analysis, “Industry’s contributions to the R&D
of innovative drugs go beyond development and marketing and include basic and applied science,
discovery technologies, and manufacturing protocols, and that without private investment in the
applied sciences there would be no return on public investment in basic science.” 106 However,
once again, the study points to the complementarity of public and private contributions to lifesciences innovation that have made the U.S. system so successful.
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CASE STUDIES
The following section provides several case studies illustrating the complementary roles of key
actors in America’s life-sciences innovation system in brining novel medicines, devices, and
therapies to market.

Yervov/Ipilimumab
Melanoma is a skin cancer caused by an uncontrolled growth in pigment-producing skin cells.
Although it accounts for less than 5 percent of skin cancer cases, melanoma is the most
dangerous form of skin cancer, accounting for the vast majority of skin cancer deaths, with
76,250 Americans being diagnosed in 2012 and 9,180 perishing from the disease. 107. Yervoy, a
biologic medicine developed in collaboration between Medarex and Bristol-Myers Squibb, is the
ﬁrst drug ever demonstrated to signiﬁcantly improve overall survival rates for patients with
advanced metastatic melanoma, with 25 percent of patients treated with Yervoy still living over
four and a half years later. 108.
Federal funding provided by the National Institutes of Health in the 1990s supported basic
research on the role of T cells, a subtype of white blood cells that play a key role in the immune
system. 109 Dr. James Allison, then a professor in the Division of Immunology, and director of the
Cancer Research Laboratory, at the University of California at Berkeley, was a research pioneer
who dreamed of harnessing the power of the human immune system to attack cancer. In
particular, he sought to understand the body’s immune response to cancer, and how the disease
proliferates by suppressing T cells. In healthy individuals’ immune systems, foreign bacteria and
viruses—as well as transformed cancer cells—bear molecular structures called antigens that
identify them to the immune system as dangerous. 110 T cells attack antigen-bearing targets, but
only when the immune system signals to do so—so the T cells do not attack healthy cells—with
the immune system using a series of checkpoints that operate like trafﬁc lights, sending signals
that either activate or inhibit T cells. 111
Dr. Allison believed that cancers might work by suppressing T cell activation. In 1995, he
demonstrated that a checkpoint molecule called cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen-4 (CTLA-4) put
the brakes on T cell responses. Dr. Allison recognized that if he could block CTLA-4, the body’s
immune system could be activated to unleash an antitumor response. 112 In subsequent preclinical
experiments, Dr. Allison demonstrated that he could bind a type of protein called a monoclonal
antibody to CTLA-4, thereby preventing it from interfering with T cell activation. He spent several
years amassing data in mice to show that anti-CTLA-4 antibodies work, before turning his attention
to work on developing an antibody for humans. 113 The approach of blocking CTLA-4 from
interfering with checkpoint activation (the so-called “checkpoint blockade”) gave rise to the ﬁeld
of cancer immunotherapy, a fundamentally new strategy for treating malignancies that unleashes
the immune system to kill cancer cells. 114 Dr. Allison worked with the University of California (UC)
Berkeley’s technology transfer ofﬁce to patent his method for activation of T cells through a
blockade of CTLA-4 signaling, receiving a patent from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Ofﬁce for
115
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the “blockade of T lymphocyte down-regulation associated with CTLA-4 signaling.” 115 The patent,
assigned to the University of California, explicitly stated the invention was made with government
support under contracts CA 40041 and CA 09179 awarded by the National Institutes of Health. 116
But the process of turning Dr. Allison’s discovery into a commercial medicine that would beneﬁt
patients was just getting started. Originally, UC Berkeley licensed the intellectual property to the
start-up NeXstar Pharmaceuticals, which subsequently merged with Gilead Sciences, Inc. Gilead
then sublicensed the rights to Medarex, which developed a human monoclonal antibody,
ipilimumab, and began testing it in partnership with Bristol-Myers Squibb (BSM). BSM acquired
Medarex in 2009, taking over responsibility for the clinical development of ipilimumab. 117 By
2010, results from the ﬁrst Phase III clinical trials demonstrated the drug signiﬁcantly prolonged
the lives of patients with metastatic melanoma. 118 Ipilimumab, which Bristol Myers Squibb would
bring to market under the brand name Yervoy, was fast-tracked and approved by the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration in March of 2011. Since then, more than 10,000 cancer patients have
received Yervoy to treat advanced melanoma and other types of cancer. 119 In October 2018, Dr.
Allison was awarded the 2018 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for his groundbreaking work
on cancer immunotherapy. 120

While Yervoy is saving lives of melanoma patients today, it began with NIHfunded basic researchers who were motivated by a fundamental curiosity about
how the human immune system works.

While Yervoy is saving lives today, it began with NIH-funded basic researchers who were motivated
by a fundamental curiosity about how the human immune system works. 121 Indeed, Dr. Allison’s
original interest in CTLA-4 was driven by his basic curiosity about how T cells are activated and
regulated. 122 The Yervoy case also highlights the important role Bayh-Dole plays in supporting
university technology transfer and licensing, and also the subsequent challenge of
commercialization. As Carol Mimura, UC Berkeley’s assistant vice chancellor, IP and Industry
Research Alliances, explained, “Two startup companies took the risk of performing lengthy and
expensive R&D for more than a decade on an unproven opportunity.” 123 It was, “entrepreneurship
and dogged determination [that] resulted in a product that the pharmaceutical industry was able to
take to the ﬁnish line.” 124 For its part, UC Berkeley received an upfront payment of $87.5 million
when it licensed the rights, which it used to ﬁnance other scientiﬁc research needs, from faculty
retention, new biology teaching labs, and equipment for the cancer research lab to a new building
devoted to stem cell research. 125 The Yervoy case study effectively highlights the roles played by
key actors across America’s life-sciences innovation system, from the public to universities to the
private sector.

CardioMEMS
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For patients suffering from heart disease or failure, CardioMEMS provides a remote, pulmonary
artery pressure (PAP) monitoring system that helps patients and their doctors to monitor their heart
health. 126. CardioMEMS is a monitoring system implanted in a patient’s pulmonary artery that uses
a sensor no larger than a dime with two thin loops at each end to measure their pulmonary arterial
pressure and heart rate. The system comes with an electronic unit patients use to take daily
measurements and then send the results wirelessly to their doctor.
Fig ure 3: The Ca rdio M EM S De vic e
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Clinical studies have shown that patients whose clinicians use a pulmonary artery sensor to
manage heart failure experience fewer hospitalizations and enjoy an improved quality of life. 128
One clinical trial of the device demonstrated a 37 percent reduction in heart failure
hospitalizations over a 15 month average follow-up timeframe when physicians used the device to
guide patient care. 129 Some 6,000 U.S. heart failure patients have now had a CardioMEMS PAP
monitor implanted. 130 However, there remain tens of thousands more U.S. heart failure patients
with a recent history of at least one heart failure hospitalization who would be eligible to receive an
implanted PAP monitor. 131 Going forward, the technology may be useful for additional applications,
including monitoring chronic diseases that have a hemodynamic progression, such as
hypertension, pulmonary arterial hypertension, respiratory disease, portal hypertension, and
applications within congenital heart disease. 132
The CardioMEMS is delivering life-changing results for patients suffering from heart failure today,
but its history stretches back over 25 years—and provides a compelling example of the roles
played by a variety of key players in the U.S. life-sciences innovation system. In the mid-1990s,
the Army Research Ofﬁce sponsored a program through the Multidisciplinary University Research
Initiative (MURI) on “Intelligent Turbine Engines.” Mark Allen, an engineering professor at Georgia
Tech University, applied for and won a $500,000 grant from the Army Research Ofﬁce to develop
a pressure sensor that could be used in engines to provide control signals to ensure optimal engine
performance. 133 He and a colleague designed, fabricated, and tested a new type of pressure
sensor that was: small; capable of operating in harsh environments, such as at high temperature;
and capable of wireless interrogation. The sensor proved successful. It was highlighted in journal
publications and adopted by the Army—and Georgia Tech, leveraging the Bayh-Dole Act, secured
several patents for it. 134
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In 2000, with the help of a physician, Professor Allen began to explore how
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)-based manufacturing technologies could be used to
create a new generation of medical devices. In particular, they were interested in how wireless
sensors could detect disease states from within the body, and recognized that “the turbine engine
sensor developed for harsh environments under the MURI research program might also be
applicable in another harsh environment, the human body.” 135 In 2001, they incorporated
CardioMEMS, licensing key patents from Georgia Tech, to explore commercialization of the
technology, starting with wireless sensors as monitors of endovascularly repaired abdominal aortic
aneurysms. 136 As Professor Allen noted, “Having clear access to the intellectual property
developed in the academic laboratory through the mechanisms of the Bayh-Dole Act was the
prerequisite for CardioMEMS’ success.” 137
The FDA approved the CardioMEMS device in 2005. By 2007, it had been implanted in over 100
patients, and attracted more than $50 million in private equity investment—a ratio of
approximately $100 of private investment for each $1 of government investment from the original
Army Research Ofﬁce grant. 138 In June 2014, after St. Jude Medical acquired CardioMEMS, its
CEO Daniel Starks commented that the CardioMEMS HF System “sets a new treatment paradigm
for heart failure that reduces hospitalizations and improves the quality of life for patients.” 139 In
January 2017, Abbott Labs purchased St. Jude Medical, bringing the CardioMEMS into Abbott’s
product portfolio. 140 The story of CardioMEMS is a strong example of how federal funding for basic
research supports university discoveries that can then get commercialized through spin-outs or
licensing to bring innovative products to market that improve quality of life for U.S. (and global)
citizens.

Gleevec/Imatinib
Gleevec is a landmark drug for patients suffering from chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML), a
bone marrow cancer which results in the excessive production of certain types of white blood cells
that proliferate to the point of overwhelming the body’s immune system. CML is the result of a
genetic mutation in which there is an improper translocation of chromosomes 9 and 22, resulting
in a shorter-than-normal chromosome 22 (the so-called “Philadelphia chromosome”) which harbors
a cancer-causing gene, or oncogene, identiﬁed as BCR-ABL. 141. The oncogene causes its damage
because it represents an “on” switch for cell division that does not have a corresponding “off”
position. 142. Gleevec works by jamming BCR-ABL in the “off” position, and in so doing became
the ﬁrst of a new class of drugs called signal transduction inhibitors (STIs), which work by
interfering with the pathways that signal the growth of cancerous cells.
The basic science that established cancers as having genetic causes, and that the genetic causes
of ostensibly the same cancers in different people may be different, was originally contributed by
NIH research. 143 In fact, research funded by the National Cancer Institute led to a series of
discoveries that played important roles in the development of Gleevec. 144 Research as early as the
1950s identiﬁed the Philadelphia chromosome, but it was not until the 1970s, when Dr. Nora
Heisterkamp, then a researcher at NCI, and her colleagues discovered that when the Philadelphia
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chromosome forms, two genes that are normally separated get fused together, resulting in the
hybrid or fusion gene known as BCR-ABL. Subsequent research by Dr. Owen Witte at UCLA
demonstrated that the formation and accumulation of BCR-ABL in the blood stream causes
CML. 145
In the mid-1980s, the Swiss pharmaceutical company Ciba-Geigy initiated a research program
directed at the identiﬁcation of protein kinase inhibitors, a type of regulatory enzyme inhibitor that
blocks the action of protein kinases, which turn a protein on or off and therefore affect its level of
activity and function. 146 By the early 1990s, Ciba’s more than a half-decade of research into
protein kinase inhibitors led its research team to meet Dr. Brian Drucker, then a researcher at the
Dana-Farber Cancer Instiute, who was looking to ﬁnd a cure for CML and believed that BCR-ABL
was the key target for addressing the disease. 147 Drucker teamed with Dr. Peter Lydon, who led a
drug discovery team at Ciba-Geigy, to further develop and examine applicability of the large
inventory of protein kinase inhibitors Ciba-Geigy had been developing. The lead compound that
would become imatinib mesylate (Gleevec) was the synthesis of a derivative of 2-phenylaminopyrimidine that was initially screened against Protein kinase C (a serine-threonine) kinase, not
because it was viewed as an ABL kinase inhibitor. However, after some chemical modiﬁcation that
gave the compound the requisite speciﬁcity for therapeutic efﬁciency, the molecular compound
CGB-57148B emerged. 148
Dr. Drucker, who had since moved to the Oregon Health and Science University, began testing the
effects of compound CGB-57148B on cancerous cells taken from CML patients in 1993, with the
tests demonstrating the compound killed CML cells while leaving normal cells unaffected. 149
Armed with this information, Ciba-Geigy had a decision to make: move forward with compound
CGB-57148B, or invest resources in another compound, CGP-53716, which inhibited plateletderived growth factor receptors (PDGFR) and had the potential to be applicable to a larger cancer
patient population. 150 Compound CGB-57148B’s apparent ability to arrest disease progression at
the source was appealing, but the perceived small size of the market—Ciba-Geigy analysts
estimated a drug based on the compound would produce a mere $100 million in total revenues—
inhibited further development of the drug, which was further delayed by Ciba-Geigy’s 1996 merger
with Sandoz to form Novartis. 151
But Daniel Vasella, who became CEO after the merger, was committed to making Novartis an
innovation-driven company that creates value by translating breakthrough science into novel new
drugs, so he ﬂew in the face of continued cautions from the marketing team and committed
Novartis to moving forward with clinical trials in late 1997. 152 Phase I clinical trails of the
compound, then identiﬁed as STI-571 and later renamed imatinib, which were partly funded by the
National Cancer Institutes, began in 1998, and almost immediately began to deliver tremendous
results. The drug caused the cancer to disappear in the majority of early-stage patients with CML,
with 98 percent of those receiving the drug in trial still in remission after ﬁve years. 153 Phase II
and III clinical trial work continued during the 2000s, with the FDA approving imatinib in 2011,
and Novartis bringing the drug to market as Gleevec.
Today, an individual with CML who has been treated with imatinib and has been in remission for
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two years has the same life expectancy as someone who does not have cancer. But not only has
the drug been a lifesaver for patients with CML, the discovery of imatinib helped establish a group
of cancer drugs, called targeted therapies, designed to attack cancer cells with speciﬁc genetic
abnormalities, which has given rise to the ﬁeld of precision medicine: treatments tailored to the
unique genetic changes in an individual’s cancer cells. 154

The story of Gleevec illustrates the essential roles played by the public sector,
university researchers, and the private sector in bringing a breakthrough,
category-deﬁning therapy to market.

The basic scientiﬁc research underpinning the Philadelphia chromosome and BCR-ABL’s role as an
oncogene stretches back to at least the 1950s, and the story of Gleevec illustrates the essential
roles played by the public sector, university researchers, and the private sector. But as Philip Rea,
Mark Pauly, and Lawton Burns wrote in their book , Managing Discovery in the Life-sciences:
Harnessing Creativity to Drive Biomedical Innovation, the commercialization of Gleevec was no
sure thing:
The reluctance of ﬁrms to enter the fray even when they had in their hands such a large
and path-breaking portfolio for free emphasizes an important point: the danger of
proposals to charge proﬁt-maximizing drug ﬁrms when they use—pejoratively, “exploit”—
the hard won accomplishments of publicly funded research. 155
In other words, if a government ever had the capacity to march in decades later and compulsorily
license the intellectual property underpinning a novel biologic drug on the grounds that some of it
may have in part been contributed by federally funded scientiﬁc research—and now the
government deems the price for that drug “unreasonable”—it would seriously undermine the
mechanics of America’s life-sciences innovation system, giving enterprises considerable pause
about investing the additional hundreds of millions, even billions, required to bring innovative drugs
to the marketplace.

Spark Therapeutics/Luxturna
In 2017, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration approved a treatment for patients suffering from
Leber congenital amaurosis (LCA)—a genetic mutation that causes a form of inherited blindness
that results in patients suffering severe visual impairment at infancy or early childhood, and often
becoming totally blind by midlife—called Luxturna. This was the ﬁrst gene therapy drug approved
by the FDA for the treatment of a genetic disease, and the ﬁrst drug that injected a new, corrective
gene into a patient as part of the treatment. 156. Luxturna also represents the world’s ﬁrst and only
pharmacologic treatment for an inherited retinal disease.
As the National Eye Institute (one of the 27 institutes or centers of the U.S. National Institutes of
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Health) wrote in its report, “NEI: 50 Years of Advances in Vision Research,”
“NEI-supported vision researchers have made great strides in the quest to develop gene therapy
treatments for eye disease, particularly for retinal degenerative diseases.” 157 For instance, in the
1990s, Dr. T. Michael Redmond, chief of the NEI Laboratory of Retinal Cell and Molecular
Biology, made fundamental discoveries about the molecular biology of the retina, the light-sensing
tissue at the back of the eye, including deducing how the RPE65 gene converts dietary vitamin A
into a form of the vitamin that is central to the visual cycle, the enzymatic processes by which the
eye converts light into electrical signals sent to the brain. 158
For patients suffering from LCA, the Luxturna gene therapy corrects deﬁcits resulting from
mutations of that RPE65 gene, which produces the proteins that make light receptors work in the
retina and thus make vision possible. To restore production of those proteins, corrected versions of
the RPE65 gene are delivered through a single injection, using a genetically engineered, benign
adeno-associated virus to carry the genes directly to the retina. 159
Work toward developing a gene therapy had begun in the 1990s, with much of the work led by Dr.
Jean Bennett and Dr. Albert Maguire, a husband-and-wife team who had conducted over 25 years
of research into congenital blindness—including pioneering experiments on mice and canines—
alongside other researchers at the Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania
and the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP). 160 In the early 2000s, Drs. Bennett and Albert,
as well as other NEI-supported researchers, began injecting dogs suffering with a canine form of
LCA with a single dose of the RPE65 gene therapy, with the dogs showing signiﬁcant recovery of
vision. 161 By late 2007, a Penn/CHOP-led team began Phase I/II clinical studies with 12 patients,
with half experiencing vision improvements within weeks of receiving the therapy. Several children
in that initial 2007 study were able to see after only a single shot of gene therapy. At the time, Dr.
Bennett hailed the results as remarkable, saying they laid “the foundation for applying gene
therapy not only to other forms of childhood-onset retinal disease, but also to more common
retinal degenerations.” 162
Yet gene therapy remained an experimental concept, and the process of bringing a commercial
gene therapy solution to market was expensive and daunting. To address this, in 2013, CHOP
launched Spark Therapeutics, a separate biotechnology company, to accelerate the development
of new gene therapies. 163 Spark took over Phase III clinical trials (which had begun in 2012) and
by July 2017 had published four-year Phase III clinical trial data demonstrating the safety and
efﬁcacy of Luxturna. 164 In August 2017, ﬁnal clinical data was published in the journal Clinical
and Experimental Ophthalmology conﬁrming the treatment’s efﬁcacy, ﬁnding that the therapy
dramatically restored most patients’ ability to see, increased their sensitivity to light, and improved
their side vision. 165 In December 2017, the FDA approved Luxturna as the ﬁrst gene therapy for a
genetic disease in the United States (and also as an orphan drug). Looking ahead, Spark
Therapeutics is focused on discovering, developing, and delivering gene therapies to address a
wide range of other genetic diseases, including hemophilia, lysosomal storage disorders, and
neurodegenerative diseases. 166 Luxturna provides a case study that shows the importance of
federally funded basic research contributing to foundational discoveries that provide a platform for
subsequent innovation. It also highlights the subsequent challenge of commercialization and the
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long timeline involved in completing the clinical trial work of proving the safety and efﬁcacy of new
therapies.

THE CRITICAL ROLE OF THE BAYH-DOLE ACT
Obtaining the full beneﬁts from federally funded research relies on the effective transfer of
knowledge from universities (and national and other federally funded laboratories) to the private
sector so that it can be developed into marketable innovations. 167. Here, the 1980 Bayh-Dole Act,
which gave universities rights to the intellectual property generated from federal funding, spurred
vastly more universities to work more closely with industry, and so created a powerful vehicle for
leveraging U.S. investment in basic research into a far stronger engine for commercialization and
job creation. 168.

The Bayh-Dole Act spurred many more universities to work more closely with
industry, and so created a powerful vehicle for leveraging U.S. investment in
basic research into a far stronger engine for commercialization.

Before Bayh-Dole (i.e., pre-1980), the federal government had a very weak track record in
commercializing the intellectual property it owned as a result of publicly funded research
conducted at universities (or federal laboratories). As late as 1978, the federal government had
licensed less than 5 percent of the as many as 30,000 patents it owned. 169 Likewise, throughout
the 1960s and 1970s, many American universities shied away from direct involvement in the
commercialization of research. 170 Indeed, before the passage of Bayh-Dole, only a handful of U.S.
universities even had technology transfer or patent ofﬁces. 171 Aware as early as the mid-1960s
that the billions of dollars the federal government was investing in R&D was not paying the
expected dividends, President Johnson in 1968 asked Elmer Staats, then the comptroller general
of the United States, to analyze how many drugs had been developed from NIH-funded research.
Johnson was stunned when Staats’s investigation revealed that “not a single drug had been
developed when patents were taken from universities [by the federal government].” 172 As his
report to Congress elaborated:
At that time we reported that HEW [the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
predecessor of the Department of Health and Human Services] was taking title for the
Government to inventions resulting from research in medicinal chemistry. This was
blocking development of these inventions and impeding cooperative efforts between
universities and the commercial sector. We found that hundreds of new compounds
developed at university laboratories had not been tested and screened by [the]
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pharmaceutical industry because the manufacturers were unwilling to undertake the
expense without some possibility of obtaining exclusive rights to further development of a
promising product. 173
That same year, on Comptroller General Staats’s recommendation, NIH responded by creating the
Institutional Patent Agreement (IPA), a program allowing universities with approved technology
transfer capabilities to own patents made under agency grants. 174 The effect was immediate. As
the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation’s Howard Bremer testiﬁed before Congress, prior to the
IPA program, not one of the University of Wisconsin’s NIH-funded discoveries had ever been
licensed. As Bremer stated, “When the government took title, nothing was happening. They went
into publications and they went into the literature, and that was the end of it.” 175 After the IPA
went into effect, patent applications by universities increased by 300 percent, and of the 329
inventions managed by universities in the ﬁrst ﬁve years, 122 were licensed, including 78
exclusively. 176

On average, the United States launches approximately three new start-up
companies and two new products per day as a result of university inventions
brought to market—in part thanks to Bayh-Dole.

The stagﬂation, economic malaise, and heightened foreign competition America confronted in the
1970s increased the pressure to produce innovation at the highest level, unhindered by
burdensome legal code. 177 Policymakers were also aware that the commercialization of
discoveries stemming from federally funded research continued to languish. As Joseph P. Allen
wrote, “Congress was rightly concerned that potential beneﬁts from billions of dollars of federally
funded research were lying dormant on the shelves of government.” 178 Congressmembers were
also cognizant that rules about ownership of IP stemming from federal research funding needed to
be aligned and streamlined across federal agencies (i.e., not just the IPA’s use by NIH, and brieﬂy
by the National Science Foundation).
This need was crystalized when then HEW secretary Joseph Califano suspended the IPA program
because he wanted to return to a policy of case-by-case review of agency-funded inventions to
determine whether they should be owned by the inventing organization or taken by the government
for nonexclusive licensing. Further, in 1975, Califano “marched in” on American Science and
Engineering, Inc. (AS&E), a company developing CAT scanners that leveraged two key inventions
supported by NIH research funding and which NIH had licensed to AS&E. 179 Califano used marchin provisions to cancel AS&E’s exclusive license, citing concerns that the new CAT scanner
technology might increase the costs of health care—even as it improved quality. He also added
that by granting invention ownership to universities, the IPA program gave them, not the
department, control over the desirability and pace of innovation. 180 Not surprisingly, the pace of
subsequent innovation slowed dramatically, as university inventions became entangled in a lengthy
bureaucratic process and the development of important treatments was delayed.
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This episode was a key catalyst in subsequently leading senators Birch Bayh (D-IN) and Bob Dole
(R-KS) to collaborate to introduce legislation allowing universities, small businesses, and nonproﬁt
institutions to take ownership of intellectual property rights stemming from discoveries made with
federally funded research. As Joseph P. Allen noted, HEW’s “attempt to march in to control
product prices had an ironic result: it undermined the presumption that Washington knew best how
to license federally funded inventions.” 181 Or, as John Rabitschek and Norman Latker noted, as
Bayh-Dole was being debated in Congress, “A broad political consensus ultimately developed
around the notion that market forces would do a better job of commercializing government-funded
technology than federal agencies could.” 182 By enacting Bayh-Dole, Congress decentralized patent
management from the federal bureaucracy into the hands of the inventing organizations. As the
ﬁrst words of the Bayh-Dole Act explicitly noted, “It is the policy and objective of the Congress to
use the patent system to promote the utilization of inventions arising from federally supported
research and development.” 183
Again, the impact was immediate. The Bayh-Dole Act has been widely praised as a signiﬁcant
factor contributing to the United States’ “competitive revival” in the 1990s. 184 In 2002, The
Economist called Bayh-Dole:
Possibly the most inspired piece of legislation to be enacted in America over the past
half-century. Together with amendments in 1984 and augmentation in 1986, this
unlocked all the inventions and discoveries that had been made in laboratories throughout
the United States with the help of taxpayers’ money. More than anything, this single
policy measure helped to reverse America's precipitous slide into industrial irrelevance. 185
Allowing U.S. institutions to earn royalties through the licensing of their research provided a
powerful incentive for universities and other institutions to pursue commercialization
opportunities. 186 The Bayh-Dole Act almost immediately led to an increase in academic patenting
activity. For instance, while only 55 U.S. universities had been granted a patent in 1976, 240
universities had been issued at least one patent by 2006. 187 Similarly, while only 390 patents
were awarded to universities in 1980, by 2009, that number had increased to 3,088—and by
2015, to 6,680. Another analysis found that in the ﬁrst two decades of Bayh-Dole (i.e., 1980 to
2002) American universities experienced a tenfold increase in their patents, and created more
than 2,200 companies to exploit their technology. 188 In total, over 80,000 U.S. patents have been
issued to academic research institutions over the past 25 years. 189 Moreover, academic
technology transfer has supported the launch of over 12,000 start-ups since 1995. 190 According
to a report prepared for AUTM and the Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO), from 1996 to
2015, academic patents and their subsequent licensing to industry—substantially stimulated by
the Bayh-Dole Act—bolstered U.S. GDP by up to $591 billion, contributed to $1.3 trillion in gross
U.S. industrial output, and supported 4,272,000 person years of employment. 191 More than 200
drugs and vaccines have been developed through public-private partnerships since the Bayh-Dole
Act entered force in 1980. 192
AUTM’s 2016 Annual Survey again reiterated what a signiﬁcant force academic technology
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transfer is in driving economic development. It found that the number of invention disclosures
increased to 25,825 over the previous ﬁve years. From these discoveries, 16,487 new U.S. patent
applications were ﬁled, leading to 7,021 U.S. patents issued. It also identiﬁed 1,024 new start-ups
formed on the basis of technology transfer. 193 In fact, on average, three new start-up companies
and two new products are launched in the United States every day as a result of university
inventions brought to market, in part thanks to the Bayh-Dole Act. 194 As Harvard University’s
Naomi Hausman wrote, “The sort of large scale technology transfer from universities that exists
today would have been very difﬁcult and likely impossible to achieve without the strengthened
property rights, standardized across granting agencies, that were set into law in 1980.” 195
The Bayh-Dole Act has produced a number of additional beneﬁts. For example, Hausman analyzed
the impact of Bayh-Dole in shaping university relations with local economies, and found that the
increase in university connectedness to industry under the intellectual property regime created by
Bayh-Dole produced important local economic beneﬁts. In particular, Hausman found that long-run
employment, payroll, payroll per worker, and average establishment size grew differentially more
after the 1980 Bayh-Dole Act in industries more closely related to innovations produced by a local
university or hospital. 196 There is also evidence that the Bayh-Dole Act contributed to university
faculty responding to royalty incentives by producing higher-quality innovations. 197 Evidence further
suggests that patenting increased most after Bayh-Dole in lines of business that most value
technology transfer via patenting and licensing. 198

Many countries have enacted Bayh-Dole-like legislation because they recognize
its power in turning their universities into engines of innovation.

Finally, countries throughout the world—including Brazil, China, Indonesia, Japan, Korea,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, South Africa, and Taiwan—have since followed the United
States’ lead in establishing policies that grant their universities IP ownership rights. 199 Even
Kazakhstan and Zimbabwe are currently looking at implementing Bayh-Dole-like legislation,
recognizing its power to help turn their universities into engines of innovation and
commercialization. Likewise, the California Senate Ofﬁce of Research conducted a comprehensive
analysis of the Bayh-Dole Act and concluded: “After reviewing the literature and interviewing key
experts, we recommend the Legislature consider adopting a statewide IP policy replicating the
principles of the Bayh–Dole Act for research granting programs.” 200 U.S. states and foreign
countries have supported adoption of Bayh-Dole-like policies because they recognize that BayhDole works. Simply put, the Bayh-Dole Act has created a powerful engine of practical innovation,
producing many scientiﬁc advances that have extended human life, improved its quality, and
reduced suffering for millions of people. 201

The Risks Inappropriate Use of March-In Rights Pose to the Bayh-Dole Act
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In short, the Bayh-Dole Act has been an unparalleled success. Yet some have advocated for
policies that would undermine some of its key provisions and effects. At issue are the so-called
march-in rights, a provision within the Bayh-Dole Act that permits the government, in speciﬁed
circumstances, to require patent holders to grant a “nonexclusive, partially exclusive, or exclusive
license” to a “responsible applicant or applicants.” 202. As the following section explains, the
architects of the Bayh-Dole Act principally intended for march-in rights to be used to ensure patent
owners commercialized their inventions. 203. As Senator Birch Bayh explained:
When Congress was debating our approach fear was expressed that some companies
might want to license university technologies to suppress them because they could
threaten existing products. Largely to address this fear, we included the march-in
provisions. 204
Yet a number of civil society organizations and some members of Congress have called on the
National Institutes of Health to exploit Bayh-Dole march-in rights to “control” allegedly
unreasonably high drug prices. Six petitions requesting NIH to “march in” with respect to a
particular pharmaceutical drug have been ﬁled. 205 In four of these cases, the petition was ﬁled by
civil society organizations alleging that a company was pricing a drug too high. 206 Some 50
members of Congress, led by Representative Lloyd Doggett (D-TX), have called on NIH to cancel
exclusivity when patented drugs are not available with reasonable terms. 207 Senator Angus King (IME) proposed legislation in 2017 that would require the Department of Defense (DOD) to issue
compulsory licenses under Bayh-Dole “whenever the price of a drug, vaccine, or other medical
technology is higher in the U.S. than the median price charged in the seven largest economies
that have a per capita income at least half the per capita income of the U.S.” 208 In other words,
DOD would force a licensor to divulge their intellectual property so that a drug could be
manufactured by other licensees, and in theory be sold at a lower price. (While it was not enacted,
a similar provision was unfortunately included in the FY 2018 National Defense Authorization Act
(NDAA) Senate Armed Services Committee report.) Yet the Bayh-Dole Act’s designers did not
intend for march-in rights to be used to control drug prices.

Bayh-Dole March-In Rights Were Never Intended to Address Drug Price Concerns
The Bayh-Dole Act proscribes four speciﬁc instances in which the government is permitted to
exercise march-in rights:
1. If the contractor or assignee has not taken, or is not expected to take within a reasonable
time, effective steps to achieve practical application of the subject invention;
2. If action is necessary to alleviate health or safety needs not reasonably satisfied by the
patent holder or its licensees;
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3. If action is necessary to meet requirements for public use specified by federal regulations
and such requirements are not reasonably satisfied by the contractor, assignee, or
licensees; or
4. If action is necessary, in exigent cases, because the patented product cannot be
manufactured substantially in the United States. 209
In other words, lower prices are not one of the rationales laid out in the act. In fact, as senators
Bayh and Dole have themselves noted, the Bayh-Dole Act’s march-in rights were never intended to
control or ensure “reasonable prices.” 210 As the twain wrote in a 2002 Washington Post op-ed
titled, “Our Law Helps Patients Get New Drugs Sooner,” the Bayh-Dole Act:
Did not intend that government set prices on resulting products. The law makes no
reference to a reasonable price that should be dictated by the government. This omission
was intentional; the primary purpose of the act was to entice the private sector to seek
public-private research collaboration rather than focusing on its own proprietary
research. 211
The op-ed reiterated that the price of a product or service was not a legitimate basis for the
government to use march-in rights, noting:
The ability of the government to revoke a license granted under the act is not contingent
on the pricing of a resulting product or tied to the proﬁtability of a company that has
commercialized a product that results in part from government-funded research. The law
instructs the government to revoke such licenses only when the private industry
collaborator has not successfully commercialized the invention as a product. 212
Rather, Bayh-Dole’s march-in provision was designed as a fail-safe for limited instances in which a
licensee might not be making good-faith efforts to bring an invention to market, or when national
emergencies require that more product is needed than a licensee is capable of producing. As
Joseph P. Allen, a senate staffer for Bayh who played a key role in shaping the legislation,
explains, Congress’s introduction of Bayh-Dole was intended “to decentralize patent management
from the bureaucracy into the hands of the inventing organizations, while retaining the longestablished precedent that march-in rights were to be used in rare situations when effective efforts
are not being made to bring an invention to the marketplace or enough of the product is not being
produced to meet public needs.” 213
Likewise, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) report “Return on Investment
Initiative: Draft Green Paper” agrees, noting, “The use of march-in is typically regarded as a last
resort, and has never been exercised since the passage of the Bayh-Dole Act in 1980.” 214 The
report notes that, “NIH determined that that use of march-in to control drug prices was not within
the scope and intent of the authority.” 215
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March-in rights have never been exercised during the 39-year history of the
Bayh-Dole Act

In fact, there has only been one case in which Bayh-Dole’s march-in criteria truly would have been
met: a 2010 case in which Genzyme encountered difﬁculties in manufacturing sufﬁcient quantities
of Fabrazyme/agalsidase beta, an orphan drug for the treatment of Fabry disease. 216 Genzyme had
to shut down the plant making the drug due to quality control issues and was therefore unable to
manufacture the drug in sufﬁcient quantities. NIH investigated the situation but did not initiate a
march-in proceeding because it found that “Genzyme was working diligently to resolve its
manufacturing difﬁculties” and that the company was likely to get back into production faster than
a new licensee could get FDA approval to make the drug. 217
March-in rights have never been exercised during the 39-year history of the Bayh-Dole Act. 218 NIH
has denied all six petitions to apply march-in rights, noting that the drugs in question were in
virtually all cases adequately supplied and that concerns over drug pricing were not, by
themselves, sufﬁcient to provoke march-in rights. 219 NIH itself has expressed skepticism about
the use of march-in rights to control drug prices, noting:
Finally, the issue of the cost or pricing of drugs that include inventive technologies made
using federal funds is one which has attracted the attention of Congress in several
contexts that are much broader than the one at hand. In addition, because the market
dynamics for all products developed pursuant to licensing rights under the Bayh-Dole Act
could be altered if prices on such products were directed in any way by NIH, the NIH
agrees with the public testimony that suggested that the extraordinary remedy of march-in
is not an appropriate means of controlling prices. 220
As Rabitschek and Latker wrote in “Reasonable Pricing—A New Twist for March-in Rights Under
the Bayh-Dole Act” in the Santa Clara University High Technology Law Journal, “A review of the
[Bayh-Dole] statute makes it clear that the price charged by a licensee for a patented product has
no direct relevance to march-in rights.” 221 As the authors concluded:
There is no reasonable pricing requirement under 35 U.S.C. §203(l)(a)(1), considering the
language of this section, the legislative history, and the prior history and practice of
march-in rights. Rather, this provision is to assure that the contractor utilizes or
commercializes the funded invention. 222
The argument that Bayh-Dole march-in rights could be used to control drug prices was originally
advanced in an article by Peter S. Arno and Michael H. Davis. 223 They contended that “[t]he
requirement for ‘practical application’ seems clear to authorize the federal government to review
the prices of drugs developed with public funding under Bayh-Dole terms and to mandate march-in
when prices exceed a reasonable level” and suggested that under Bayh-Dole, the contractor may
224
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have the burden of showing that it charged a reasonable price. 224 While Arno and Davis admitted
there was no clear legislative history on the meaning of the phrase “available to the public on
reasonable terms,” they still concluded that, “[t]here was never any doubt that this meant the
control of proﬁts, prices, and competitive conditions.” 225
But as Rabitschek and Latker explain, there are several problems with this analysis. First, the
notion that “reasonable terms” of licensing means “reasonable prices” arose in unrelated
testimony during the Bayh-Dole hearings. Most importantly, they note, “If Congress meant to add
a reasonable pricing requirement, it would have explicitly set one forth in the law, or at least
described it in the accompanying reports.” 226 As Rabitschek and Latker continue, “There was no
discussion of the shift from the ‘practical application’ language in the Presidential Memoranda and
beneﬁts being reasonably available to the public, to beneﬁts being available on reasonable terms
under 35 U.S.C. § 203.” 227 As they conclude, “The interpretation taken by Arno and Davis is
inconsistent with the intent of Bayh-Dole, especially since the Act was intended to promote the
utilization of federally funded inventions and to minimize the costs of administering the technology
transfer policies…. [The Bayh-Dole Act] neither provides for, nor mentions, ‘unreasonable
prices.’” 228
Again, the Bayh-Dole Act’s march-in provisions were included with commercialization in mind.
Related to this, another reason the Bayh-Dole Act’s architects inserted march-in right provisions
was because, at the time the law was introduced, very few universities were experienced in patent
licensing. The march-in provision therefore served as a fail-safe in cases in which universities were
not effectively monitoring their agreements. 229 But universities have in fact proven proactive and
effective in enforcing their licensing agreements, regularly including development milestones in
their licenses—and when these milestones aren’t being met without satisfactory reason (e.g.,
development is more difﬁcult than expected), universities often terminate the deal and look for
another developer. In other words, universities are enforcing their licensing agreements, not letting
licenses just sit on the technologies—another example of why there has been no reason for the
government to march in.

Allowing March-In Rights to Address Pricing Would Lead to Signiﬁcantly Reduced
Innovation
Even if Congress were to amend Bayh-Dole to allow the federal government to use march-in rights
to force lower pricing, the result would be a reduction of life-sciences innovation, as past
experience history clearly shows.
The debate around “reasonable pricing” of drugs stemming from licensed research goes back
some time. The Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (FTTA) authorized federal laboratories to
enter into Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) with numerous entities,
including private businesses. NIH has found that CRADAs “signiﬁcantly advance biomedical
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research by allowing the exchange and use of experimental compounds, proprietary research
materials, reagents, scientiﬁc advice, and private ﬁnancial resources between government and
industry scientists.” 230

Proposals for forced requirements of reasonable pricing in life-sciences IP
licensing have consistently led to less—not more—innovation.

In 1989, NIH’s Patent Policy Board adopted a policy statement and three model provisions to
address the pricing of products licensed by public health service (PHS) research agencies on an
exclusive basis to industry, or jointly developed with industry through CRADAs. In doing so, the
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) became the only federal agency at the time
(other than the Bureau of Mines) to include a “reasonable pricing” clause in its CRADAs and
exclusive licenses. 231 The 1989 PHS CRADA Policy Statement asserted:
DHHS has a concern that there be a reasonable relationship between pricing of a licensed
product, the public investment in that product, and the health and safety needs of the
public. Accordingly, exclusive commercialization licenses granted for the NIH/ADAMHA
[Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration] intellectual property rights may
require that this relationship be supported by reasonable evidence.
But as Joseph P. Allen noted, such “attempts to impose artiﬁcial ‘reasonable pricing’ requirements
on developers of government supported inventions did not result in cheaper drugs. Rather,
companies simply walked away from partnerships.” 232 Use of CRADAs began in 1987 and rapidly
increased until the reasonable pricing requirement hit in 1989, after which they declined through
1995 (see ﬁgure 4).

233
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Fig ure 5 : Priva te -Se c to r CRADAs W ith NIH, 1987– 2017
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Recognizing that the only impact of the reasonable pricing requirement was undermining scientiﬁc
cooperation without generating any public beneﬁts, NIH eliminated the reasonable pricing
requirement in 1995. In removing the requirement, then NIH director Dr. Harold Varmus explained,
“An extensive review of this matter over the past year indicated that the pricing clause has driven
industry away from potentially beneﬁcial scientiﬁc collaborations with PHS scientists without
providing an offsetting beneﬁt to the public. Eliminating the clause will promote research that can
enhance the health of the American people.” 234 As ﬁgure 4 shows, after NIH eliminated the
requirement in 1995, the number of CRADAs immediately rebounded in 1996, and grew
considerably in the following years. 235 The case represents a natural experiment showing the harm
pricing requirements can inﬂict. Somewhat similarly, as the California Senate Ofﬁce of Research
has noted, “Granting agencies such as the National Institutes of Health (NIH) ultimately have
abandoned policies that require a ﬁnancial return to the government after concluding that removing
barriers to the rapid commercialization of products represents a greater public beneﬁt than any
potential revenue stream to the government.” 236
A more recent case involved biopharmaceutical company Sanoﬁ possibly taking a license from the
U.S. Army to develop a vaccine for the Zika virus. U.S. Army scientists from the Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research developed two candidate vaccines for the Zika virus and posted a notice in
the federal register offering to license them on either a nonexclusive or exclusive basis. No
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company responded to the nonexclusive license, and Sanoﬁ was the only company that submitted
a license application for the Army’s Zika candidate vaccine, with the U.S. Army and Sanoﬁ
reaching a licensing agreement in June 2016 that would enable Sanoﬁ to continue the
development and clinical trial work necessary to turn the candidate vaccine into a market-ready
product. As a U.S. Army ofﬁcial noted, “Exclusive licenses are often the only way to attract a
competent pharma partner for such development projects,” and are needed because the military
lacks “sufﬁcient” research and production capabilities to develop and manufacture a Zika
vaccine. 237 Sanoﬁ received a $43 million government grant to start undertaking clinical trial work
on the virus candidate.
In July 2017, supported by Knowledge Economy International, an organization opposed to
intellectual property rights, Sens. Bernie Sanders (D-VT) and Dick Durbin (D-IL) argued that the
U.S. Army and Sanoﬁ should insert reasonable pricing language into the exclusive license. Sanders
even called on President Trump to cancel the deal. 238 In response, Army ofﬁcials noted that they
were not in a position to “enforce future vaccine prices.” For its part, Sanoﬁ representatives noted,
“We can’t determine the price of a vaccine that we haven’t even made yet,” and argued that “it’s
premature to consider or predict Zika vaccine pricing at this early stage of development. As noted
earlier, ongoing uncertainty around epidemiology and disease trajectory make any commercial
projections theoretical at best.” 239 Sanoﬁ noted that it had committed over 60 researchers to the
effort, invested millions of dollars itself, and was “committed to leveraging its ﬂavivirus vaccine
development and manufacturing expertise to deliver and ultimately price a Zika vaccine in a
responsible way.” 240
Sanoﬁ also noted that the proposed license would require it to pay milestone and royalty payments
back to the government, and its exclusive license would not prevent other companies—such as
GlaxoSmithKline, Takeda, and Moderna, which also had all struck their own Zika vaccine
partnerships with U.S. agencies—from bringing competing products to market, and allow for robust
competition in the market for Zika vaccines. 241 However, with both partners continuing to be
attacked in the media, in September 2017, Sanoﬁ announced it would “not continue development
of, or seek a license from, the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research for the Zika vaccine
candidate at this time.” 242 This is yet another case wherein certain policymakers’ insistence on
pricing requirements stiﬂed innovation and the potential for a ﬁrm to bring a promising innovation
to market.

There are over 200 new drugs and vaccines on the worldwide market today as a
result of Bayh-Dole, compared with zero before—a fact opponents fail to
acknowledge.

It also takes the debate back to the central point that, in their push for lower drug prices through
weaker private IP rights stemming from federally funded research, advocates fail to realize that no
243
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drugs were created from federally funded inventions under the previous (to Bayh-Dole) regime.243
In contrast, over 200 new drugs and vaccines have been developed through public-private
partnerships facilitated in part by the Bayh-Dole Act since its enactment in 1980. 244
Weakening the certainty of access to IP rights provided under Bayh-Dole by employing march-in to
address drug pricing issues—especially if it meant a government entity could walk in and
retroactively commandeer innovations private-sector enterprises invested hundreds of millions, if
not billions, to create—would signiﬁcantly diminish private businesses’ incentives to commercialize
products supported by federally funded research. 245 As David Bloch notes, “The reluctance of such
[biopharmaceutical] companies to do business with the government is almost invariably tied up in
concerns over the government’s right to appropriate private sector intellectual property.” 246 As he
continues, “Each march-in petition potentially puts at risk the staggeringly massive investment
that branded pharmaceutical companies make in developing new drug therapies.” 247 Put simply,
using march-in rights to control drug prices could seriously compromise medical discovery and
innovation.
For this reason policymakers should resist calls to misuse Bayh-Dole march-in provisions or to
create new provisions to limit IP rights to “control” drug prices. For example, NIST’s Green Book
on federal technology transfer observed, “RFI respondents had generally positive views of the
NIH’s march-in determinations and thought NIH’s approach appropriate.” 248 In reviewing how
Bayh-Dole could be improved, the Green Book stated the federal government would, “implement
regulatory change under the Bayh-Dole Act by specifying that march-in rights should not be used
as a mechanism to control or regulate the market price of goods and services.” 249 The Green
Book also avowed to clarify the statute’s meaning of “reasonable terms” and “practical
application” in ways that would allow ﬂexibility in crafting commercial or other terms in license
agreements to achieve effective technology transfer.
NIST’s Green Book also addresses the government use license, which refers to the “nonexclusive,
nontransferable, irrevocable, paid-up license to practice the invention or have the invention
practiced throughout the world by or on behalf of the Government,” that applies to any federally
funded invention. 250 It observed that respondents “noted that an overly broad interpretation of this
right was contrary to the stated intent of the Bayh-Dole Act to allow rights to be elected and
retained by the contractor.” The report also addressed application of the government use license to
obtain discounts on products developed from federally funded R&D, primarily pharmaceuticals,
citing a 2003 Government Accountability Ofﬁce (GAO) report which concluded that the government
use license does not bestow the broader right to purchase royalty-free (i.e., discounted) products
that happen to incorporate a federally funded invention if not produced under the government’s
license. 251 NIST’s Green Book stated an intended action to “deﬁne the scope of the “government
use license” for use directly by the government—or a government contractor in the performance of
an agreement with the government—for a government purpose only, including continued use in
research and development by the government.” 252
Finally, while adding reasonable price terms to march-in rights legislation could in theory reduce
prices by spurring more competition, the reality is it would not do that because companies would
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not engage with universities in licensing technologies in the ﬁrst place if they were aware that the
risk to their investments would be extremely high. This is exactly what we have seen over the last
60 years when such rights were not in place or were threatened to be taken away.
Advocates for lower drug prices would say that is ﬁne: If the original company does not want to
license the technology, then just let any and all comers license it. However, the reality is
universities would license less because companies would be reluctant to take non-exclusive
licenses, and so universities would therefore lose license fees and ultimately receive less money to
support research, develop research labs, train students, etc.

The Bayh-Dole Act and U.S. International Life-Sciences Competitiveness
As this report noted in addressing the history and impact of the Bayh-Dole Act, it’s important to
reemphasize that the Bayh-Dole Act was introduced, in part, as a response to deteriorating U.S.
economic competitiveness in the late 1970s and early 1980s in the face of heightened foreign
competition. And while this report has placed the Bayh-Dole Act as one of a suite of policies that
have turned the United States into the world’s leader in life-sciences innovation, it’s important to
recognize that foreign competition remains intense and that U.S. leadership is not assured,
especially if it were to start implementing policies that could undermine America’s leadership
position (such as applying Bayh-Dole march-in rights for the purposes of controlling drug prices).
Indeed, a number of economic competitors, including Australia, China, Japan, Singapore, and the
United Kingdom, have recently introduced concerted national strategies to enhance their lifesciences competitiveness. In a recent review of efforts by several countries, TEConomy Partners
found that, “Although the United States continues to rank ﬁrst in nearly all measures of innovation,
the countries proﬁled continue to make signiﬁcant efforts to try to close the gap with the United
States.” 253 That report continued, “The trends over the past ﬁve years continue to suggest that, in
all but a few areas, the United States is not keeping pace and is actually losing ground.” 254 For
instance, according to the OECD, of 25 nations, the United States ranked second from last in
inﬂation-adjusted growth in health research expenditures from 2006 to 2015. Only Italy (-27
percent) was below the United States (-1 percent). In contrast, over that time period, Denmark
increased its health research funding by 185 percent, South Korea by 177 percent, Germany by 65
percent, the United Kingdom by 55 percent, and Spain by 32 percent. 255
Life-sciences competition from China, in particular, is increasingly ﬁerce. In its “Made in China
2025” plan, the Chinese government identiﬁed the life-sciences industry as one of 10 key
strategic industries it wants to advance, and the country is investing billions toward that cause.
One key way Chinese governments are supporting the industry is by subsidizing research parks and
providing venture capital. Indeed, a large number of biomedical industry research parks have
recently sprung up, and there were already 111 biological science research parks in China as of
2018. For example, Shanghai’s “Pharma Valley”—a 10-square-kilometer life-sciences hub—is now
home to more than 500 biotech companies. Further, China’s Ministry of Science and Technology
has committed to building 10 to 20 biomedicine science parks by 2020 with a total output value
surpassing 10 billion yuan ($1.45 billion). 256 The Chinese government is also investing signiﬁcant
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amounts of money in key research areas. For instance, in 2010, the China Development Bank
provided a $1.58 billion line of credit to the Beijing Genomics Institute (BGI), a private genome
sequencing center, to buy 128 advanced DNA sequencing machines. The investment made BGI
the world’s largest genetic sequencer, accounting for roughly one-quarter of all DNA data
sequenced in the world in 2014. 257 Further, in 2017, China devoted $9.2 billion to a 15-year
Precision Medicine Initiative that seeks to map 100 million human genomes.
The point here is that global life-sciences competition only continues to intensify, and U.S.
leadership going forward is no sure thing, especially if it fails to continue supporting the types of
policies that have contributed immensely to that leadership. The Bayh-Dole Act represents one of
these core policies, and its effectiveness today is as important as it ever has been in underpinning
U.S. life-sciences leadership.

CONCLUSION
The United States leads the world in life-sciences innovation because, over the past four decades,
it has implemented a comprehensive set of policies designed to make America the most attractive
location in the world to conduct life-sciences R&D. The 1980 Bayh-Dole Act—in giving
universities, small businesses, and other nonproﬁt research institutions rights to the intellectual
property stemming from federally funded R&D—has proven to be a critical enabler of this system,
and has signiﬁcantly ampliﬁed the utilization of federally funded research. Before Bayh-Dole, the
vast majority of discoveries made from federally funded research sat on the shelf and were simply
not commercialized or brought to market in the form of products that changed lives—a situation
that was especially true of the life-sciences sector.
The Bayh-Dole Act is working as its architects intended, and does not require changing. (Mis)using
march-in rights or establishing new ones in order to control drug prices would result in fewer new
drugs. Companies would be highly reticent to spend billions developing a drug if they knew the
government could come in as long as two decades later and seize or compulsorily license their IP
in order to control drug prices. As this report has shown, proposals for forced requirements of
reasonable pricing in life-sciences IP licensing have consistently led to less—not more—
innovation. And rather than leading to lower prices, such requirements would cause the pipeline of
technology transfer to dry up. The resulting reduction in drugs coming to market would impede
market-based competition, which also plays a role in managing costs. In conclusion, policymakers
should reject proposals that would enable the government to use Bayh-Dole Act march-in
provisions for the purpose of controlling drug prices.
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